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Join us for a very special afternoon of storytelling and witness one young 

man's life changing encounter with the writings of Thomas Merton.   

Performance runs 80min with no intermission, a Q&A with Doug will follow. 
Douglas Hertler, aka Doug Lory, is a professional actor, tour guide, & retreat 

leader.  He is also a member of the International Thomas Merton Society (ITMS)
“A powerful inter play between the true self (who I am), the false self (who I project myself to be 

or the only self I know myself to be) and the voice of Thomas Merton (a voice of wisdom) 
challenging me to be the self I am called to be - the transformed self. Superbly acted, mirroring the 
complexity of the human person, celebrating the role of the wisdom person who we need to meet in 

our lives. Doug challenges us to find that person.” - Father Carl Arico

“Doug’s ability to weave Merton’s brilliance into his own life experience is profound, moving, 
and insightful.” - Teresa Scott

“Doug has created a contemporary Seven Story Mountain in theatrical form.” - Carol A. Joyce, Phd

VISIT MERTONANDME.COM TO LEARN MORE!



Thomas Merton was a force of nature while he 
lived, and remains a force of nature 50 years 
after his death.  His combined books, journals, 
letters, & articles, along with his photography 
and calligraphy, create a body of work so breath-
taking in scope, as to illuminate virtually every 
facet of the human condition.  His writings on 

spirituality, civil rights, social justice, nuclear war, institutional corruption, and inter-religious 
dialogue remain as resonant today as the day he wrote them.  From his birth in France, to his 
years at Columbia University, to his monastic calling deep in the hills of rural Kentucky at the 
Abbey of Gethsemani, Thomas Merton’s passionately lived life continues to reveal the breadth 
and depth of the human soul’s search for its’ truest self in relationship to the Living God, and 
the necessity of practicing both contemplation and action in transforming the face of humanity.

Who was 
Thomas Merton?
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Merton  and Me - A Living Trinity is an act of storytelling which explores the dynamics of the 
false self as seen through the eyes of an actor whose very vocation called him to become 
someone other than himself.  Written and presented by Douglas Hertler (known 
professionally as Doug Lory), it depicts his unexpected and life-changing encounter with 
the writings of Thomas Merton, most notably Merton’s classic No Man Is an Island.  While 
the conflicting personalities of Douglas Hertler and Doug Lory struggle to understand the 
true nature of their respective identities, Thomas Merton appears and reappears, creating 
a synergy of spirit and psyche that serves as a mirror into the soul. 

"In a world where every lie has 
currency, is not anxiety the more 
real and the more human 
reaction?”  - MERTON

“In 2002, I wandered into a Barnes & Noble in 
NYC and a man named Thomas Merton 
reached off the shelf and grabbed hold of me 
and refused to let go.”  - ME




